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INTRODUCTICN

MED FOR THE STUDY

'Media spend billions annually to discern the characteristics o

ailaiences.

to.target an:audience sucCeSSfUlly

ence join thea long

Herald Tribune

ming

The problem is no less pertinent to the environmental cramunicator.

prrophet crying in the desert is worse than useless: he,is likely to

judged a fool.

Stapp (1969) identified a major problat for the environnEntal

communicator:

By 1980, eight out of ten Americans will
Probably live in an urban envirorarp_nt.
Consequer_ly, the independent rural-ori-
ented living that once characterized ihis
country's social and political heritage
is no longer a dominating-influence in
the lives of most Americans.

Stapp submitted that the rural life thrust the citizen into direct

daily contact with his environment, but now, when the citizen is, to

an increasing extent, being asked to make decisions which affect the

environment and its future, it is vital that he be motivated to seek

the knowledge and awareness which will enable him to make rational

decisions.

.The environuental communicator has the potential of fulfilling

a dual role in the provision of both motivation and factual knowledge.

lie must first secure an audience, hadever. To sm-ure an audience, he

'nuit have an idea of which publics in the vast myriad of "publics"



are likely to give attention to his message. To judge the effective-

ness of his efforts, he must know whether he is readhing a few hundred

individuals or many millions of people.

If the environnental communicator is successful, he takes nothing

away frail the formal educator, but effectively uses the particular

qualities of poss catrunication to strengthen the overall environmental

education effort. If motivations and favorable environnental attitudes

can be enhanced throughout the society, it:must follow that the formal

educator will be more at liberty to form them in the classroom. As

stated by Tanner (1974, p.48):

. . . the affective doin-ain has historically
been a "touchier" subjectwith school people
than the cognitive. Nhile the-curriculUm
guides prepared by school districts and
state educaticn departments frequently state
that children should develop "positive
attitudes and values" regarding this or
that, they are rarely more specific about
what these attitudes and values should.be.
This is because the schools serve a public

which holds diverse views and values.
The schools are not in a position to
prescribe attitudes except in the most
general terms, which are open to a var-
,iety of interpretations.

The problem for the communicator then is to identify a public

'Idlich is disposed to listen to his message. The message, in turn,

mist make itself heard through the din of cc:meting nessages which

typifies the modern era; This study proposes a limited early step in

that process.



1111E PROBLEM

This study beeks, in a limited senie, to identify a potenti31

public and inquire into the predispositions of that public which

might lead-its members to give attention to environtwntal pessages.

The potential public chosen for this stuely was young adult, prior

members of outdoor-oriented youth organizations. The specific organi-
_

zations dhosen as representative of outdoov-Oriented youth organizations
_ ..... _

1. Girl Scouts

2. BoY Soouts

3. Campfire Girls

4. Four-H

These organizations have been chosen because, in addition to their :

publicized activities in conservation, environment, and otitdoor education,

they have the potential of providing a very large mass of individuals

who hold in common the precepts and experiences of meMbership.in similar

groups. The current enrollment figures per organization hint at the

tremendous numbers of prior members at large in the United States:

Girl Scouts: 2,723,000
*
enrolled as of

Dec., 1974 Myarce: Seal of Ohio Coun-
cil, reply to inquiry, March 16, 1975)

Boy Scouts: Approximately 5,000,000 * as
of Dec., 1975 (Source: Central Ohio Coun-
cil, reply to inquiry, March 16, 1975)

Campfire Girls: 400,000* as of Dec. 1975
(Source: Columbus Office, reply to inquiry,
March 16, 1975)

FOur-H: 4,000,000
*
as of Dec., 1975

(Source: Ohio Cooperative Extension
Service, reply to inouiry, March 16,
1975)

approximate national enrollment 9
3



These figures, indicatirig-the Curre-ni-national enroilMent of_these

organizations, total 12,123,000 young people. If no allowance is made

for individuals who may-belong to two or more of the organizations

under consideration, and if the population of the United States is

accepted as being approximately 218,000,000 people, it can '....e seen

that roughly one out of every 18 people is currently enrolled in one

of these organizations. Though no figures are available on the numb

of_living alumni, it can be inferred that a considerable proportion

of the population has such prior membership in common.

The question of whether a predisposition exists formatters of

this public to give their attention to environmental messages is the

main thrust of this study. Though it is not within the scope of the

study to measure message receptivity directly, a study is made to deter-

mine if, among a selected population, favorable-environmental attitudes

characterize young adult prior members of these organizations and if

prior members hold significantly more favorable environmental attitudes

than prior non-nembers.

A rationale for the choice of these organizations stems from an

examination of the histories of these groups and the expressions of

their current commitment to environmental education programs.

The Girl Scouts of the United States of America was founded in

1912. Blueprints for Action (1973, p.6), an environmental resource

guide produced by the organization through a grant from the U.S.

Environmental Protection Agency, describes the history of environment-

al concern in the Girl Scouts:

Ecology has been built into the Girl
Scout program since its founding in 1912.

4
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LOU Henry Hoover, .wife- of former President ...

Hervert Hoover, anc: c herself an early.presi-
dent of:, the Girl coutsof the U.S.A., . -worked .

:to enlarge the scope of the the Girl Seout
progrant in conservation ..alring her years.'
in Scouting. 'Ib honor her lifetime -iNtork'
in conservation, Girl Scouts of -the U.S.A.
in 1944 established .theloil Henn., HcoV.i.r
Meinorial which enable cOuncils to set 'aside a
plot of land where young. people _can .learn -about .

the interrelationsh.ips of'.life.-, The Mextrwial
reguires that girls take part' in deVeloping
the area and planning for its-use.,

,

Blueprints for Action docurrents a .continuing.Ooncern -for conservation

and the environment by the Girl.Scouts up to the present. Current

activity in the field is evidenced by the reply receiVed from ils.

Heidi Hughes, Environmental Education SpeCialist for The Girl Scouts

of the United States of America.' In response to,a'reguest for the

behavioral objectives of the environnental.education progra-, of the

Gitl Scouts she replied that the objecfiVes were being prepared at

the time for new proglarns. (Appendix A , p. 47 )

The Boy Scouts of America have been no less active in the realm of

conservation and the environment. Founded in 1910 the Boy Scouts

.

of Arrerica

has been in the vanguard of the conser-
vation movement. Through its programs and
activities, it has attempted to instill in
young people a reverence for the earth and
its resources. (correspondence, Feb. 11, 1976.
Appendix A, p. 481

EXamples of concern for the environment abound in tHe lore of

Boy Scouting, the numerous conservation merit Badges the camping

programs, and the current publications. Ted S. P'Ittit Director of

the Conservation Service, Boy Scouts of Anerica stras up the environ-,
mental education objectives of present. day Boy Scouting:

. . . our objectives are very similar to Barry
Cairrioner's four laws of ecology as set
forth in CICSENG CIRCLE. As a result of
going through Scouting, we would hope that

5



boys would develop an understanding Of:
1. Everythisig is connected to everr-_.

thing else.

2. Everything must go screwhere.

3. Nature knows best.

4. There is no such tiling as
free lunch.

(correpsondence. February 11 1976. Appendix A

Campfire Girls, Inc :also had its beginnings in the early years'.

of this century. Founded in 1910 the very nature of its nare inlies
a concern for the outdoors. Dr. Luther Halsey Gulick, founder of

. Campfire Girls wrote at the time of its founding that to seek and

preserve beauty in nature would be a major precept of the Campfire

Girls. (Book of the Campfire Girls, 1962 p. 7) Though no reply

was received to queries for current conservation material from Camp-

fire Girls national offices, envirtinnentai education materials produced

by the organization have been docunented by the ERIC/SMEAC project

at/Ohio State University (Conservation 1971 ((ED 049 916)) The con-

tinuing attention to, environnental preservation is expressed in the

Conservation Pledge of the Campfire Girls, Inc.:

I give my pledge as an Arterican to" Save
and faithfully to defend front waste the
natural resources 'of My. country -7 itS
soil and minera16, its forests, waters,
and wildlife.. (Book of:the Campfire
Girls, 1962. p. 216) ,

Four-H developed fOrmally as a result of the Smith-LeVer Act 'of

1914. It had its roots in earlier organizations and interests hcm-

ever. ( __ dia Amaricana 1973, p. 377) stated that one of the

precursors of the present Ebur-H Club was the systeni' of nature sttidy

clubs established by Liberty Hyde Bailey, Cornell UniVersity naturalist.

Conservation and resoirrce managerent have been- continuing concerns for

the organization. Although rural in origin, the Four-H movement has



expanded into the urban areas. Statistics now show that the majority

ofmenbers fnan towns and cities. Modern environmental education

objectives of Four-H are:

1. Develop leadership talents in conservation
action programs.

2. Achieve an understanding of effective
citizenship in conserving natural
resources today and for the future.

3. Apply the decision-making process to make
natural resources yield the grestest good
to the gxestest number over a period of
time.

4. Appreciate the social and economic
values of natural resources to the
initvidual and to the nation.

5. Learn appropriate scientific practices
and mthods in conservation.

6. Explore career opportunities relating
to oanservation of natural resources.

7. Gain a cooperative spirit by working
together on a conservation education
progran important to the ccmmunity,
state. Ind nation.

(1975 Handbook for Local Leaders, National 4-H
Awards Prograns, p. 18)

These organizations had their roots in the graaing conservation

awareness of the early 1900's. They have early in their organizational

history established concern for the environment as major premises for

their respective existences. Though objectives and philosophies in

oonse-vation and environmental education have evolved with expanding

knowledge, the presemoe of these programs has been relatively consistent

throughout the respective histories of the groups. This thread of

. environmental concern produces a cannon denomdnator which allows

*these groups to be regarded in a limited sense. as a single category.

If this premise can be accepted, then it must follya that:membership

13.
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in any of these groups should have provided the individual with expos-

ure to environmental or conservation concepts. If this exposure

succeeded in enhancing or instilling attitudes favorable to environ-

ment preservation, a ccamonality exists in that the environmental

attitudes of prior members of these groups should be in evidence at

a higher quantitative level than that to be expected iu indiviThAls

who have neNer experienced rembership in such an organization. It is

this hypothesis which this studytests.

SPECIFIC HYPOTHESES

Though the objectiye of this study is to determine whether prior

membership in the aforementioned groups releates to favorable environ-

mental attitudes and whether prior members demonstrate significantly

higher measures o- these attitudes than non-members, numerous other fac-

tors enter into consideration. The influence otleadership experienced

by each individual must be assumed to have an effect. Length of time

as a member cou:d have an effect. Rank and accamplishment in the

organization is certainly demonstrative of salience.

No attallot was made to collect individual data on the adequacy

of leadership experienced by each subject. It was suspected that such

inquiryuculd ::::dicate the purpose of the instrument too clearly and

influence response. Additicnally, the possibility of adequately

vantifying such a factor seemed resrote within the scope of this study.

An attempt:was made to collect length-of-membership data. Results

of this data oollection appeared adequate for consideration.

An attempt was made, also, to collect data on rank adhieved

within the. organization. Since the ranking systems of the organiza-

tions are not parallel, and perhape because the wording of the quest-

ion on this factor was confusing, the data collected were inadequate

14



for interpretation.

A final consideration is whether significant difference in the level

of environmental attitude exists between groups. Individuals who were

members of more than one grouo are oonsidered to be a discrete group

in themselves.

Stated in the null form, the specific hypotheses are as follows:

1. There is no significant difference between
the attitude scores cl individuals who were
prior non-members and the scores of prior
members as measured by the Sul-acuse Environr
menta/ Awareness Tests, Level III, Form D.

2. There is no significant difference between
attitude scores of prior members of any
particular group and any other pertiou-
lar group, including prior multiple memr
hers as a discrete group, as measured by
the Syracuse Environmental Awareness Tests,
Level.III, Form D.

3. There is no correlation between length of
prior membership in an organization and
attitude scores as measured by the Syra-
cuse Environmental Awareness Tests, Level
III, Form D.

ASSUMPTIONS

1. Respondents completed the affective instru-
ment and the personal data questionnaire
conscientiously.

2. Me Syracuse Environmental AwareneFR Tests,
Level III, Form D is a valid instrumen`. for
the measurement of environmental attitudes.

3. Norming data on the instrument employed,
perticularly the data on stability and
internal reliability are valid for the
population used for this study.

LIMITATIONS

The study is subject to the following limitations:

1. The population of respondents is limited to
the students of Education 435, The Ohio State

9 15



University, Colleae of Education, Spring

Quarter, 1976. Generalizations from the

data are limited to the individuals repre-

sented. The respondents are not necessar-
ily typical of the population at large.

2. Measures of attitude are entirely dependent

upon responses to the instrument employed,
thus the validity and reliability of the
instrument and the conscientiousness cf
response are limiting factors. The Syra-
cuse Environmental ?Rareness Tests, Level

III, Form D was normea using data derived

from populaions of hiah school students
in the Northeast Unitea States. Conse-
quently, use of this instrument to reas-
ure attitudes in oorege students in Ohio

may yield data which has been subject to
other influences not considered in the
test norms.

3. The nature of the instrument is such that,

due to the measurement of environmental con-
cern as opposed to other societal concerns,

current events reportina bv media or recent

classroom topics may produce transient insta-
bility in relative ascendancy of a particular
concern,

4. Though the entire population of the students
of Education 435 lims tO he tested, absentees

reduced this population §lightly. Although
students were not told of the test prior to

its administration, information may have passed

from the early c1ass members to those tested

later, thus influencing their inclination to

attend and be tested.

16
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CHAPTER II

REVIEN OF I4T4MATURE

-INTRODUCTIal

As with any investigation, an examination of environmental atti-

tudes mist ultimately concern itself with the nature of the data

being collected. If the study is to be justified on the basis that

findings will be applicable to another task, i.e. environmental ccumun-

ication, it must be sham that these data will be of scue utility to

that endeavor.

The literature must be reviewed to deterimine what experts define

an "attitude" tc be, or failing precise definition, at least an accept-

able working assumption of what this quality is.

The question of whether or not attittees are measureable must be

attended to.

'Having surveryed representative thought about attitude, the

researcher must then investigate the role attitudes max play in the

-

process of communication. How does a ccumnicator utilize attitude

information to reach the public? Is there a "public" or many "publics"?

iihat'binds groups together and how does a ourmunicator reach an indi-

vidual when that individual is daily subjected to an incredible berrage

of demands for his attention? These tadks will be attempted in a

three-pert discussion of relevant literature:

1. Attitudes

2. Attitudes and Environmental Ccumunication

3. Ccnclusions

ATTITUDES

Stapp (1969) stated that one of the major objectives of environ-

nental education is to help individuals acquire attitudes of Concern

11



for environmental quality, Stapp stated that his use of the term

"attitude" in this context implies a combination of fac'-ual knowledge

ahd motivating emotional concern which results in a tendency to act.

Allport (1935, p.8) defined attitude thusly:

An attitude is a mental or neural state
of readiness, organized through experience,
exerting a directive or dynamic influence
upon the individual's response to all objects
and situations to which it is related.

BOwman (1972, p.39) cited the followingdefinition of attitudes,

among others:

(An attitude is) readiness for attention or action
of a definite sort. (Baldwin, 1901-1905)

An attitude is a tendency to act toward
something in the environment which becomes
thereby a positive or negative value.
(Bogardus, 1931, p.62)

The above offerings are a representative sample of numerous

definitions couching attitude as a predisposition to display particular

overt behavior. Thurstone (1931, p.'2122) supported this view of

attitude. He cited research into the voting behavior and drinking

behavior of individuals expressing attitudes about prohibltion. His

research demonstrated that a marked difference in attitude 'scores

relative to prohibition existed between those uto voted for prohibition

and those uto voted against it. A similar positive correlation was

found between expressed attitude and overt drinking behavior. Thurstone

concluded that comparisons between verbally expressed attitudes and

overt behavior yield a positive, albeit not perfect, correlation.

Inskb (1967, p.2) stated that more recent definitions of attitude

focus on the tendency to evaluate objects favorable or Unfavorable and

that these definitions entirely discard the notion that any overt

behavior is implied. 18

12



Pexkes (1973, p. 24) cited researdh by A. L. Strong (Crisis NentIlity

and the lieteriorating Environment, 1970) in which 95 percent of the res-

pondents to an environmental questionnaire reported that the environment

WS "important" or "very important" to them. Strong found that, although

no one in the study group wanted sub-divisions, factories, etc., next

door, many would want them on their land if the p=ice-Was right.

Roth and Helgeson (1972, p. 27) concluded aftex a review of research

-in the affective domain that:

Statemnts of behavior with respect to conservation problems
do not satisfactorily predict observed'behavior consistent
with such statements.

This irrelevancy of attitudes to behavior as expressed by these

statements carries scvere doubt as to the efficacy of any study of

attitudes and their relationship to behavior. Summers (1971, p. 2),

after a reviev of commonly used definitions of attitude, concluded the

following areas of agreement on attitude and its relationship to behavior.

These conclusions perhaps offer same compromise:

. . an attitude is a predisposition to respond to an
object rather than the actual behavior toward such object.

. . attitude is persistent over time. This is not to say
that it is inmutable...

Attitude produces consistency in behavioral outcroppings.
Attitude as a latent variable gives rise to oonsistency
among its various manifestations...

attitude has directional quality . . . it has
motivational quality,

Should Summers' condensation of attitude definition fail to remove

the question of the legitimacy of attitude sampling with the ultimate

goal of changing behavior, Fishbein (1967, p. 483) advances

13
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the proposition that attitude may be just one a many variables working

ta produce overt behavior. It may at any time be either the most

influential or the least influential, or at any intermediate influence,

depending on the situation.

The disagreement over what the true essence of an attitude is

creates further question ooncerning the feasibility ot reasuring this

quality. If it is granted that attitudes do exist and that the affective

domain is a legitimate sphere of consideration, some assumptions must

be proposed for attitudes to be measured and interpreted.

Fishbein (1967, p. 12) stated that attitude surveys should be

regarded as only the crudest approximations of the actdalyay attitudes

exist. He further stated that attitudes change and that investigation

made under a given set of circumstances may not always be valid.

Thurstone (1928, p. 78) stated that we nust accept the discrepancy

between the index and the truth, but that this discrepancy is universal

as no indexing instrument created by man is perfect.

Verbal experimentation itself is often subjected to attack on the

grounds that it is too subjective. Kaplan (1964, p. 163) replied:

The reluctance to recognize such verbal experiments as truly
experimental, or at any rate, the reluctance to allad'them
scientific validity, stems, I think, fran the prejudice
that their data are prejoratively spbjective. For my part, I
have no hesitation whatever in agreeing that."tc find out a
person's thoughts we must sometimes ask him a question."

The fact that an answer is given is as objective a datum as
any scientific observation can yield.

Finally,a resort must be made to the rationales advanced by the

authors of the affective test used in this study. The draft copy of

the Administrative Handbc& for the Syracuse Environmental Awareness

14
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Ttsts (513101 states in defense of the "forced choice" format of the

Psychologists have foundthat valid infor-
mation can be obtained,by presenting a num--
ber Of such forted Choices even though':
the decision maytedifficult or verycloSe
in same inatances. (Gardner,'. 1973, p.--7)

ATITTUDES AND ENVIMIMENTAL COMMUNICATICN

Flynn and Garber (1967, p. 225) though speaking of educators

and the preparation of instructional naterial, raise an *Portant

point in terms of impact of carmunications when they as "What kinds

of materials are likely to be.produced by persons who lack a know-

ledge of the affective domain?"

One essential service which knowledge of attitude can provide

the cammunicator is the ability to identify a public and to secure

that public's attention. Andersen (1971) offered support for this

assprtion:

If an audience is heterogeneous with a wide
range of receivers in terms of attitudes
toplard topic, interests, personality char-
acteristics, and predispositions, the can-
municabor could malm adjustments. But ty-
pically, an audience is hanogeneous in
terms of at least a few variables. Defin-
ing these similarities and plotting a strat-
egy in terms of then can pay significant
returns.

A. persuader who would be effective must decide
where his audience is in terms of attituaes and
actions and then discern same means of achiev-
ing his goals. (p. 120)

. . attitudinal sets provide us with expec-
tations that affect the responses of atten-
tion, perception, meaning, and interpre-
tation. (p... 50)

The concept of different publics is important for, as stated by

Cutlip and.Center (1971, p. 128):

We talk about an "employee public", a,



Tconnunity ary "alumni poblie
:and so -forth. There are-literally an in-
finite number of smaller publics within the
general :public. a. . each issue creates
its oun public.

Granted this fractional approach to the mass audience, an essent-

ial first step for the environmental comaunicator is to identify

receptive audience. The importance of this can be seen if Festinger'

Cognitive Dissonance Theory is accepted. French (1974, p.

tills the theory thusly:

Festinger's two basic hypotheses have to
do with the consequences of perceived in-
consistency:

1. existence of dissonance, being psycho-
logically uncanfortable, a11 motivate
the pe.cson to try .to reduce the dissonance
and achieve consonance.

2. When dissonance is present, in addi-
tion to trying to reduce it, the person
will actively avoid situations and infor-
mation which would likely increase the
dissonance. .

It is the second of these tuv, hypotheses Which suggests that

persons seek out only that information vthich supports attitudes al-

,

The need- to find:an- audience :which': can be targeted,[based; On mire.'

cannon, qualitY whiCh--makes' it- a receptive "pOilic"..YetWhich: is per-

vasivk.i enough throughout the society waS'discusSedby Williams (1968,

pp. 70-71)::

Lack of continuous, fine-grained connunication among
the subgroupings of .a 'social systan expoSed to
rapid ahanges, especially from the outside, means
that when changes finally are camminicated the new
information is likely to be unexpected and corres-
pondingly difficult to accept and cope with
rapidly. If members of each secrrent of a camaunity
are in touch almost exlusively with a cairauni-
cation net confined to that segTent, even
changes arising frrin local sources will become
known belatedly and fitfully to other portions
of the social structure. If the changes are

16 - -2 2



of a character to pose problems of adapt-

.
ation, the more erratic and delayed the

.
communication,the more difficult the

subsequent coping behavior is likely to

be.

'The utility of "having the ear" of a large number of individuals

comprising one pUblic is that these same individuals move in the

circles of many other publics..

Another benefit which accrues to the communicator-who is able

to target a large audience is the probability that he will gain the

attention of a proportionately large number of "opinion leadexe.

Cutlip and Center (1971, pp. 243-244) cited a study by Lazars-

feld, Berelson, and Gaudet to define the role of the opinion leader:

it became clear that certain people

of every stratum of a community serve re-

lay roles in mass communication of election

information and influence.

Cutlip and Center further quoted the late political scientist, V. 0.

Key in regard to opinion leaders:

the talkers, the persuaders, the spec-

.
ulators, the philosophers, the advocates,

the opponents -- mediate between the world

of remote and camplex events and the pub-

lic.

Another possibility for the communicator, if he can effectively
0

reach an auaience and bring latent attitude into the decision-making

process, is the function of assisting in the evolution cf new social

reinforcers. Tb the environmental communicator, this translates

into tremendous impact in the generation of an environmental ethic

for society. Stoats (1955, po. 376) gave examples of existing social

reinforcers such as attention, acclaim, r6spect, honor, money, expensive

cars, etc. According to Staats, these rewards are delivered contingent

upon same types cf behavior and withheld contingent on other behaviors.



Staats concluded that society's reinforcer systen and itS rules of

application will determine prevalent behavior. He further ctincluded

that the attitudes which are held by society paalva txenendous

in the structure of this reinforcer sysban.

Though a diligent search of pertinent literature produced no

documentation of study bearing directly on this investigation, scme

. research was found on the effects of groups on their menters attitudes

and the relationship of attitude to the groups in whiCh membership

is desired. Kalins and Abelson (1970, pp. 57-58) cited a study of

attitude persistenmancng Boy Scouts in the face of counter-persuasion.

A questionnaire asking how menters of several Boy Scout Trcopssvalued

their membership was aaministered. On the same questionnaire were

inguiries into how much the boys enjoyed the outdoor activities of

their troop. A week later an adult not familiar to the members de-
, . ._

livered a speech to the groups suggesting that their time would be

better spent learning about thinas other than the outdoors.

shaved that those who indicated they valued their,membership higher

were little swayed by the talk; those who cared less about belonging

were influenced much more.

Andersen (1971 p. 79),states:

TD the degree that people ... voluntaril
associate themselves with given.qroups
and employ the standards of seleCted groups
or individuals, these factors are key '

guides in the analysis of an audience. In
addition to exmnining the cilaracteristics
of an audience, the oanminicatcm:may profit
fran the specific forces that produced this
audience. Only certain people elect to
attend a lecture on birdwatching.

Zimhardo and Ebbeson (1970, pp. 22-23)

2 4
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"" 'person's opinions and attitudes are
strongly influenced by groups to which
he belongs and wants to belong. -.

- people who are most attracted to a group
are probably least influenced by oommun- .

ications which conflict with group norms

resigtance to a. counter-norm 031=2/1i--

cation increases with salience of one's
group identification.

If Summers' assertion that attitudes are persistent

accepted, it hecares apparent . that prior- croup xnembershiP nay

very significant in the identification 'of an attentive' audienc.
. .

Another Important factor in the identification is,the salience-of

the individual's group identification.

It follows fram current research in ccomunication effectiveness

that the message must be maningful to the receiver. It must gain

primacy over the barrage of P1 eas. for atterition'WhiChbatter'Con7

temporary individuals. 'Recent hittory is reolete.with..examples.af'

mdia which failed in their attempts to be "all things to all people".

Their demise may be explained hy their failure to divine the select-

iveness growing outof the increasing information flow. Shafer and

Disinger (1975, p. 2) reported that environmental educators attending

the 1975 Snowmass,. Colorado oonference on the status of environmental

education concluded:

That an environmental education specialist
should orient his/her efforts toward stated
needs of the audience, assuming that

a) audiences learn best when content is
directly relevant to them, amd

b) non-formal education programs gust be
geared toward the needs of the audience,
or there will be no audience.

25
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Knowledge of the attitudinal set of one s audience must a
not insure this essential personalization.

CCMIDSICIZ

The review of literature relating to the nature and properties

of attitudes graphically portrays the wide disagreement cn how

attitudes shall be defined. If attitudes are directly related to

behavior, then by all means, research into attitude identification

should proceed at all speed. It must follck., that if the attitude

correlated to a selected behavior and standing in a causal relation-

ship to that behavior can be identified, that attitude must eventually

.become subject to attempts to enhance it Or ,Change

relationship, the knowledge, of an individual or grOup

In this

..atitudes

toward the environment would be of great value to an adept cannun-

icator.

If attitudes are in no way causal of action or in no way cor-

related with behavior, the entire cpestion of had to utilize attitude

infonnation is rtoot. Attitude surveys provide Possibly interesting

diversion to theoreticians and pure social scientists, but their

application is non-:existent in the practice of effective 'environmental

A middle ground can be struck, however. miners __view of attitude's

as predisposing but not forcing a behavior in response to an .object,

and his vie-w of attitude as a latent variable which gives rise to

oonsistency in behavior and motivation to respond set attitwle as a

contributor to behavior. Fishbein also advances this view:of attitude

as merely one of many variables which serve to determine behavior

26
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attitude tests how accurate the measure is, or whether,

anything is being measured at all., terkes (1971p: 28)2 conaludes

that the term "attitude" for the purpo. ses- of hiS studir

whatever is rreaslIred by paper and pencil tests carmonly designated

attitude tests". The corollary to Perkes' posit-must

tests carmonly designated as attiiude tests are

attitudes.

The implications of mirrent catmunication research as reviewed

her,e, for this study, lie in the fact that certain tasks face any

cxxtmunicator, no less the envirork-rental carmunicator.

A first step must be to identify a discrete public. Research

and history have sham the futility of trying to broadside the modern

mass audience. Attitudes can be one of the camon denaninators of

this public. Attitudes can also be thq porthole through which the

carmunicator penetrates the individual's screen against information

vying for his attention. If the message can be introduced in consonance

with the individual's own mental set, it is unlikely to be rejected

and ignored as dissonance.

If the corrmunicator is adept enough to target a large enough

public, he improves his chances to net a larger number of opinion

leaders who carry messages into the other publics of which they

are members.



The ultimate goal of environmental ccrarrunication is to enhance

latent attitudes favorable to the environnent so that- new sOcial rein-

forcers are generated in the societY. These new reinfora.7; 'sprang-

ing in part fran carrion societal attitudes, form a new' environnental

1

, y ,

The review of literature reveals in the anal analysis- several

concepts critical to 'the thesis topic, though no parallel research

or prior investigation into the topic was found. The concei)ts which

form an essential part of the theoretical frarrework of this study

and which have been stated in the literature reviewed are:

1. Attitudes are reasureable, albeit imperfectly so.

2. Attitudes are persistent oqer time.

3. Groups aZfect the attitudes of their members.

4. Attitudes influence the receptivity of an individual
for any given rressage.

5. Knadledge of the audience is essential for-effective
ccnimunication. Conversely, knowledge about 'a public,
includirq that public' s attitudes about the topic
of the cararanicator' s.mssage.allcws the cCarminicator
to choose an audience likely to give attention td.his
message and disseminate it further throughout-the

Prior members of the groups selected for this study,' i.e.

Girl Scouts, Boy Scouts, Canpfire Girls, and 4-H are a public by

definition. This is a large public, which, if attitudinally set

to be receptive to environnental carmunications, holds great

potential for the reception and dispersion of environmental

nessages.

28
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CHAPTER III

'PRCCEE: :RES

Procedures utilized for this study are presented in this chapter

in five categories:

1. Overall design;

2. Population;

3. Instrumentation;

4. Data collection procedures:

5. Statistical analysis.

OVERALL DESIGN

The purpose of.the investigation was to measure tha level of

environmental concern in a population of young adults. Information

collected was used to determine if significant differences in level

of eaviromental concern existed between indivicinals who were prior

members of cutdoor-oriented youth organizations and individuals who

ware prior non-members.

The organizations chosen to represent the category cd outdoot-

.oriented youth organizations; as noted in Chapter I, were:

1. Girl Scouts of the United States of.America;

2.. Bcy Scouts of America;

3. Campfire Girls, Inc.;

4. pour-H.
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made to determine if membership in any pdLticular

group indicated higher levels of environmental concern

.other group. Indiviaial s who were multiple members wereca

as a discrete group.

POPULATICV

The population chosm, for the study iqas canprised of those

students enrolled in Education 435 at The Ohio State University

Spring Quarter, 1976. Education 435, "Theory and Practice in

Secondary Education" is described as:

A laboratory field experience
course introducing topics,
problems, and skills carmon to
prospective secondary school
teachers. (The Ohio State Uni-
versity Bulletin, 1974-1976.)

As such, the population was made up of indi.viduals pursuing a wide

range of major subject areas pertinent to secondary school teaching.

Although not a Landau sample, for the scope of this study the use

of such a population slimed the researcher to administer the

attitudinal instrument in a classroan situation where sale .extraneous

variables c_uld be controlled and bias intrcduCed by non-returns

of direct-mail sampling could be suppressed. Additionally, as a

function of the varied scholastic pursuits of the students in this

course, systematic exposure to environnental subject material as a

population could be eliminated as a source of bias.

The nurnber of individuals receiving and canpleting the instrument

totaled 166. Ages of the subjects ranged fran one individual of 18

30
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years to one individual of 43 years. Mean age was 22.75 years.

The modal age was 21 veari (50 individuals).

Six class sections of Education 435 ivere clfered Spring Quarter

of 1976. All six sections were tested.

INSTPUIENTATIal

The instrument selected for the Ireasuremnt of environmental

concern was the Syracuse Environmental Awareness Test, Level,III

Form D. (Appendix B). Accdrding to Wheatley:

The Syracuse Envircmmental Awareness Tests
--Level III were eeveloped to "measure Iglowledge
of and concern for man's environmnt among
high school students and adults."

Wheatley goes on to state that form D of the Syracuse aivironmental

Awareness Tests, Level III (SEAT) by Gardner, Eleinke, and Cohen

evaluates attitudes tocAlard environmental problems. Form D contains

105 paired statements contrasting problems in seven environnr_ntal

areas, i.e.:

1.. Pollution ct air;

2. Land, and

3. Water;

4. Noise pollution;

5. Population;

6. Science, growth, and technology (unchecked and destructive)

7. Ecological Relationships

with other types ct social problems such as drug use, welfare, civil

rights, etc. A high total score indicates a greater concern for

environmntal issues than for other societal concerns.
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This particular instilment was chosen because, in addition to

its applicability to adults norming data indicate that it is,part-

icularly stable and reliable, the internal consistency,reliability

iielding a KR-20 of .95 (Wheatley) as ccmputed on a population of

llth grade high school students in the Northeastern U.S. t-test

Tor significant differences in scores Of rnoitling ys: afternOon

classeS..used far this studk indidated.--noSignificantfdifferenCe_

withp>.100.

'In addition to the instrument prepar4)*:,Gardner:

and Cohen (SEAT D), a personal data questionnaire was attached

(Appendix B). Only data fram questions 9 and 10 were eventUally

lased. Question 11 was intended to gather data to be used for

camparisons of rank vs. score but failed to gather interpretable

infOrmation. All cther auestions were included to camoflage the

intent of the study and reduce the subjects' inclination to answer

in a manner which they may have discerned tole desiraablithe researcher.

Before administration of the test,.copies were made available

to representatives of each group i.e. Girl Scouts, Boy Scouts Campfire

Girls, amd 4-H, for validation. Copies mere hand-carried to:-

1. Seal of Ohio Girl Scout Council Galloway, alio;

2. Central Chio Council, Boy Scouts of.America, Columbus Chio;

3. Central Ohio Office, Camp Fire Girls, Inc., Columbus, Ohio;

4. Ohio Cboperative EXtension Service 4-H Cffice, The Ohio
State University:

The researcher met with the professional staff member most closely

associated with the organization's local environmental and conservation

program and asked that the individual review the test for clarity,

3 2
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pertinence to the study, and:Objectionable material: AU-individuals

reviewed the inatrarent in itS'Iinal forM with the attadhed perSonal

dataquestionnaire. NO ObjectionS Were- reporbed

DATA comEcrial PROCEDURES

Data were gathered by .'admini.gtration_ of the SEAT D -instrurrent

with its attached personal data questiOnnaire to six classes. o

Education 435. Testing was completed in three days, each class

section being tested at a time designatedby the instructor. Four

of the classes met during the morning and two met during the after-

noon. Class size varied fram a low of 16 to the largest with 32

students.

Instructors were asked nOt to mention the test prior to its

administration in order to avoidabsenteeism resulting from the

knowledge that the class period would not be utilized for...instruction

in the'subject matter of the course. The subjects were not made

aware of the purpose of the investigation either by the instructor

or by the researcher.

Subjects were instructed to respond to the personal data

questionnaire by writing their replies directly on the page in the

spaced provided. -Responses to the SEAT D instrument were recorded

by the subject on machine-scorable answer sheets. The personal data

questionnaire was identifiable with the machine scorable form by

the common serial number appearing on each. Though sdbjects were

asked to return all forms together and attached with a paper clip

provided, this ccomon number insured against separation of personal

data fram attitude data of each individual.
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advised verbally and in writing on eaah test

forra that names were not solicited and that ro attempts would be

The researcher was introduced pranptly at the start of each

class period, mg.', after distribution of materials and -brief standard-

ized instructions, subjects were allowed to procede with the instru-

t. Available time for canpletion of all questiohs; With 'minor

variation fran class to class, was no less than 45 minutes. All
, .

materials were voluntarily returned canplete prior to-the end of'

class in all instances: '/Iost individuals in each -class'canpleted

the instrurrent in 30 35 minutes. Subjects were permitted to

the roan after oompletion of the iristruilent but.could not leave'

the building without, returning since another hour of insttuction

follaved the first hour of the two-hour class'pericd. 'This 'factor

was considered in that it minimized the inducanent to rush through

the test for the reward of early release fran class.

Ail. class sections were -tested within the same building in three

Classrcans,,, eaCh roan being canon to two sections. meeting

-_

at:different tines. The seating 'arrangenent of all .three:clatsroans

was similar. There were no particular visual distractions26Xistent
.-

in any .of the three. roans. No'evidenCes'of unusual or diStracting
.

variables waS noticed dUring the time of testing: Class deMeanor

was sedate and apparently 'normal.

Questions posed to the researcher during.eA:acidnistration of

the instrument followed no recognizeable repetitive pattern. J.n ail

r

-cases, questions were infrequent and readily resolved.'
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Machinetscorable :forms bearing data collected, via the 'SyraCtie

,Envirorrnental Awareness Test, Level III, :Form D. (sm.) and data

coded onto the fonn from answers given to the personal data auestion-

naire by the respective individual were sdanned by machine, at the

Center for Testing and Evaluation at The Ohio State University.

to SEAT and the personal dath questionnaire vere punched

on IBM cards by the scanner system. Cards were used .for further

electronic data processing, all test data and personal data for
:

eadh respondent havina been converted to card format.

Through consultation with programing and statistical staff

at the Instruction and Research Canputer Center of The Ohio State

University, a program was devised to generate scores for all individ-

uals. Further statistical analysis Was accorkolished.by accessing

Statistical Packa3e for the Social Sciences (Nie, et al. 1975),

a canputer program recarrrended for this study by the Instruction

and Research Canputer Center.

General statistical descriptions were calculated via a sub-

program of Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS).

Output frart these =mutations yielded statistics including:

mean, variance range, standard error, standard deviation kurtosis,

and skewness. These statistics were canputed on the entire population,

on prior non-ranbers as a group, and on each group of prior members.

A t-test for significance of the difference in mans of scores

fran prior non-members and scores of prior members was applied by
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nenual calculation using the formula given by Kolstoe (1973,

= mean 'non-member score

= man member sbore

Syç = standard error of difference in means of non-lreMbers and
rtembers.

The SPSS "One-Way" (iie,. et,a1., 1975, pp. 4247425) subprogram

was utilized for one7way analysis.ofvariancebetWeen SCores Of

prior members of each organizatiOn, prior multirlermembers

prior non-members. The subprogram's analysis produced an F ratio

and probability level providing a basis for determining if significant

difference existed in inter,group comparisons. Results also were used

to determine the legitimacy of further multipae cbmparisons via the

t-test.

In order bp analyze for relationship of rember-years vs. attitude

soore, the SPSS "Pearson Corr" subprogram (Nie, et al., 1975
=mama

was applied to the data. A Pearson Product - Marent-Correlation

Coefficient was produced for each group. Member years.were entered

in grouped data form, i.e.: 1-2 'years; 3-4 years; and 5 or more years

as anerdber. Membership duration data for individuals reporting

membership in nore than one organization were entered as quantities

egmal to the greatest number of member years listed by the individual

in any single group. Only scores of individuals reporting prior

manbership were considered in this analysis.
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This chapte.r reports the

The first section presents

of the population ind the

treats statistical results -relative

presented in Chapter I. Statistics re

The level of probabilitY at Which the .m13.1.1-iypOtheSisicaild be

rejected in all cases for tlu's study waS set at the level.

GENIMAL DESCRIPTIVE .STATISTICS

Table 1, P. 32 displaYS statistics genez.ally descriptive of the

sarnple..population as a whole and statistics pertinent t6- each group

derived frau the population.

The mean statistic is self-explanatory.

S.E. .refers.sto the standard error-of t4P'iman computedfor eadh

Variance is self-explanatory

deviation.

Kurtosis is normal at a value of zero. Positive values indicate

a distribution more narrow that a normal distribution, while negative

values indicate flatter distributions. Nie, et al.. (1975, p. 185)

stated the following as the SPSS canputing forrnUla for kurtosis:

is the square of the standard

:.
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t+f
13*,

1

,

Variance Kurtosis Skewness

Population 60.988 1:601 . 20.622 .42.248 '-0',411 -0 194 92 1

onizaber 57.255 3.208 21.996 483303 -0.63 0.022 100 .4

Mult utter 65.444 6.562 19.686 387.528 "444 0.382 55 47

Girl Scouts 63.800 3.017 19.082 364 113 -0.260 -0.170 79 4

Boy Scouts 60.756 3.202 21.483 461;07 -0.099 .40.410 90 45

calo Fin Girls 57.545 4.687 15.546 241.673. 0 162 -0,832 53 11

4-H 66 071 5.857 21,914 480 225 -1.303, 4,225 67 14

t. ,IPotc



n n
4,c(E 65?(E X?)] -073(E X4)/n

i=1 i=1 1=1 *"

([

Kurtosis values for the study groups- are low.

Skewness, like kurtosis, takes a value of zero in

when the distribution is a canpletely symrretric bell curve.

positive value indicates scores are clustered more to the left of

the mean With extreme score to the right. A negative ;value

indicates clustering to the right with e.xtrene scores to the -left

of the mean. -Nie, et al.,. (1975, p. 184) 'stated the .follali..ng as

the SPSS computing formula for skewness:

(n n , n
skewness = (E .X. - 35((E Xf)+ 35T4(E X.

3.

(n
1( E X.)

i=1 1

Skewness values for the study groups are law.

"NO." refers to the nunber of cbservations in each group.

STATISTICAL RESULTS AND SPECIFIC HYPUTHESES

fixstliu.1.1.2leses
H. 1: There is no significant difference between the attitude
° scores of individuals who were Prior non-merbers of the

specified groups and the scores of prior non-raembers as
neasured by the Syracuse Environmental Pmareness Tests,
Level III, Form D.
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This hypothesis was tested through use of a t-test-for significance

of the difference in neans of the combined melt*r. scores vs. the non-

:umber scores.

Using the formula t = Ri

mean nOn-nember - 57.255
1

mean nextber = 62.462
2

S
ore

= 3.504

At value of 1.486 uas calculated witn 166 degrees of freedan.

Cn the basis of this calculation significant differences were

not shown at the .05 level. Indeed at 166 degrees of freedian, with

this t value, probability could mit be located on a standard table

of the distribution of the t statistic (Kolstoe, 1973 Table G,

p. 338), the probability being too large. The test of this hypoth-

esis failed to reject the null hypothesis (101).

Second Null Hypothesis'

H 2: There is no significant difference between attitude scores
of prior members of any particular graup and attitude
scores of prior members of any other particular group,
including multiple members as a discrete group, as
measured by the SacuseviEnlwarenessTest,
Level III, Form D.

This hypothesis was tested with the SPSS subprogram One-Way".

The subprogram subjected data fromall. croups to a one-way analysis

oc variance. Table 2, belay displays the results of that analysis.



TABLE 2

ANALYSIS OF vARIANCE

SCUICE D.F.

Between Grow& 5

Within Groups 160

Total 165

SUM OF SQUAWS MEIN' SQUARES

1644.3125 328.8632

68521.7500 428.2607

70166.0625 .768 .573

Reference to Table 2 shows that a signikicant difference does

not exist statistically among the scores of the croups considered

by the analysis of variance. The computed F-ratio and the prob-

ability level resulting fram this test do not allow the rejection

of the null hypothesis (H02). Further intergroup t-tests for

significant difference between group pairs are illegitimate with

a statistically non-signiicant F ratio.

Third Null Hypothesis

H3: There is no correlation between length of prior membership
in the designated organizations and attitude score as
reasured by the Syracuse Environmental Awareness Tests,
Level III, Form D.

The SPSS subprogrmm "Pearson Corr" was used to test this hypothesis.

Table 3, below, gives the results of the analysis..
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TABLE 3

PEARscN praxicr - JCPMIT CORRELATION
MDIBER - MAPS vs. SCORE

.": . .. .... . .

MUltiple members .3519 .353
...... . . .

Girl Scouts -.0598 .714

Bay Scouts .0522 .733

Camp Fire Girls -.0522 .879

4-H .1008 .732

Table 3 shcws that significant correlations for roarber-years

vs. scores uere not obtained for any of the groups considered.

This failure to obtain a significant r in all circumstances considered

indicates that the statistical test has failed to reject the null

hypothesis CH03).

Ccnsultation with statistical advisory staff fram the Instruction

and Research CalputerCenter at The Ohio State University indicated

that underlying assumptions for the statistic used in each case uexe

either not violated or not violated to the extent of exceeding the

robustness of the'statistic.

4 3
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alAPTER V

MIRY; INIERPRETATICLI RESULTS/ C6TCLUSICNS; AND

x04t4mazyrIoNs

Sections of this chapter will deal with a. suamarv of the study,

interpretation of results of the investigation

and zecaterendations for further investigation into the problem.

SUMMARY

The purpose of the study was to test three null hypothe.ses con-

mining prior membership in conservation-oriented youth organizations.

The four organizations selected as representative of these organ-

izations were:

1. Girl Scouts of the United States of America;

2. Boy Scouts of Anerica;

3. Camp Fire Girls, Mc, and

4. 4-H.

The specific hypotheses to be tested were:

Hol: There is no significant difference between the attitude
scores of prior now-members and the attitude scores
of prior morrbers as measured by the affective instru-
ment anployed in ths study.

H02: There is no significant difference between attitude
scores of prior members of any particular group and
any .other particular group, including multiple
nembers as a discrete group, as rreasured*Ly the
affective instrurrent employed in the study.

Ho3: There is no correlation between lenath of prior manber-
ship in an organization and attitude scores as measured
by the affective instrment enployed in the study.



The instrunent employed in the study was the Sytacuse Environnental

Awareness Tests, Level III, Form D, (SEAT) an affective irtstrtment

of 105 forced-choice auestions juztaposing environmental concern with

various other societal concerns. The instilment was recarnended

for use with subjects of the age group senior.high. school through

adult. In addition to the sEAT instrunent, a personal data question-

naire was attached to gather data on prior membership in the selected

organizations and duration of that membership. Norming data for SEAT

indicated a high level of internal reliability for the form used.

A Kuder-Richardson Formula 20 reliability coefficient of .95 (Wheatley)

was .calculated for the SEAT Form D. Stability for the instrument

was also determined to be excellent.

The popultion selected for the study was the Spring Quarter,

1976 enrollment of students in Education 435, Curriculum and Found-

ations, at The Ohio State University. The population, though neither

a randan sample nor necessarily typical, offered individuals with

a wide range of educational pursuits within the realm of the education

major. The use of this population also allowed the' instnment to be -

administered in a classroan environment where extraneous variables

could be equalized anong subjects to a great extent. Bias intrcduced

by systenatic non-return could be suppressed also. All six sections

of Education 435 were administered the instrument and 166 individuals

canpleted the instnrnent.

The following statistical analyses were perforred on the data:

1. A t-test for significant difference in mean scores of
prior members and prior non-rnarbers;
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2. One-Kay analysis of variance for determination of significant
difference in inter-group ccinparisons including multiple
prior members and non-nerabers as groups;

3. A Pearson Product-Marent ....orrelation Coefficient was computed
to determine if environmental attitude scores covaried with
member-years.

INTEMRETATIal CF RESULTS

Prior Mernber Scores vs. Prior Non-Member Scores

No significant difference was found to exist between the scores

of prior members and prior non-members On this basis the null

hypothesis (Hol) cculd not be rejected. Since this test ums cal-

culated with paper and pencil and the results entered into a table

for analysis of significance, the exact level of significance could

not be determined as was the case udth computer analyzed tests

(See page 14 ). However, a p>.10 is certain fOr a two-tailed

test. Though no generalizations are intended beyond the population.

involved in this study, it can be seen that, for these individuals,

as measured by the SEAT instrument, membership in one or more of the

selected organizations permits no statistical inferences to be made

to the effect that membership prodUces more enhanced and lasting

environmental attitudes than non-membership.

Particular Grou Scores vs. Other Particular Grou Scores

No significant difference was found to exist when inter-group

score comparisons were made via the one-way analysis of cariance

(F test): The null hypothesis (HO was not rejected on the basis

of this statistic. Of rarticular interest was the compUter generated

significance level of p.573. This large p resulting from the F

ratio of .768 indicates a very low level of inter,group variance.
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(See Table 2, p.35 ). Since the groups enccmpassed in this .analysis

included non-manbers as a group and multiple members as a group, the

failure of rejection of the first null hypothesis IS reinforced and

the pbssible influence of multi-group exposure is considered. For

the study population no statistical inferences can be made as to

particular membership being coincidental with particular scores on

the SEAT instrument. No further paired inter-group corrparisons

could be legitimately made having obtained an F ratio of such low

signifiCance.

Correlation of Membership Duration to Attitude Scores

No significant correlation was found to exist between duration

of prior marnbership anct c,....L.itude scores for the study population.

Pearson Product-Mcment Correlation Coefficients for member-years

vs score were calculated for all groups and for multiple members

considered as a discrete group (See Table 3 p. 36 ). In all instances

r indicated no significant correlation between these factors..xY

On this basis the null hypothesis (1-1 3) could not be rejected. Due
_

to the Very low significaric6 levels generated by conputer analysis,

for the population under study, it is apparent that no statistical

inferences can be made as to duration of prior membership oovarying

with attitude scores as measured by the MAT instrumnt.

CONCLUSIONS.'

Kleinke and Gardner (1972, p. 11) list the following statistical

results, among others, fram their norming of SEAT, FonnD on 1,252

individuals in the Northeastern U.S.:
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Mean - 57.8

S.D. - 20.3.

Wien equivalent statistics derived from this study populati-on are

comparad.04san = 60.988vS.D

tically, the figures are-nOt at wide variance with each

does notrelieve the limitation of generalization

population used to norm SEAT was restricted to a limited geographical

area. The pcpulation used for this study was imich nore limited

in that it was comprised of college students enrolled in a specific

drawn from the resultsof this stilt, are limited in application to

the population observed.

Though, in each test of the specific null hypothesis

of the study did not allow rejection of that null hypothesis, con-

-results

elusions may be drawn while keeping in mind that the null hypotheses

have not been proven.

Conclusions arrived at through the study are:

1. No significant relationship has been identified which

indicates prior members of the designated organizations denonstrate

higher levels of environmental concern than those individuals who .

have not experienced this mmbership. Several alternate explanations

for this observation can be offered:

a. Specific environlmntal concerns typtfying-menters
of the specified groups were not included in the
array of concerns targeted by the SEAT instrument.
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b. Since the mean score of all groups, inol.uding-prior
non-Frembers exceed the' absolute median value of the
test (52.5), the environmental ,dancern among the
population is at an elevated level where prior
membership is one of many faCtors vorking to
generate this awareness, lack of it not being
influential enough to produce significant
difference.

C. Mentership in the selected organizations has no sign-
ificant effect on environmental attitudes maintained
after leaving the organization.

2. No significant difference was found to 'exist in the .scores

of, prior marbers of any:7grOup when comiered to scores,.of prior miters

of other specific groups, multiple members as a group and prior

non-members as a group. Alternative explanations for this observation

are substantially the same as those offered in "Conclusion 1" (above) .

An additional observation is of interest in this statistical analysis:

multiple,membersliip produced no significant difference when conpared

to other membership alternatives. This observation allows the

inference that multiple membership produces no significant additive

effect on enviromental attitudes.

3. No significant correlation was found to exist between duration

of menbership in an organization-and Attitude sdores "AS--measuked

by the SEAT.instrument. Alternative explanations for this lack

.of oovariation offered by the study are:

a. Specific environmental concerns 'typifying members of
the specific groups uere-not-included in the array
of concerns targeted by the am instrument.

b. Extent of time spent as a member has no relationship to
environmental attitudes maintained after leaving the
specific organization.
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Environmental 'Carrnunicator.

On the basis of these findings, an environmental communicator

wishing to target a significant portion of the study population wo

find prior membership in the specified youth organizations

little consequence in the identification of individuals bearing

environmental attitudes significantly more favorable than. the

population.* For the oanniniCatori

nembership has not been demonstrated to be characterized by attitudes

which would indicate this public as an audience significantly more
, ,

receptive to environnental messages than the population

.1

RECOMMFNDATIONS

The following reccmmendations for further study of this subject

are made:

1.. The population studied was small and localized. It was

atypical in that it was drawn frau a university, fran a specific

class. Further inve!..cigatimawith more adequate sampling of the

population at large would provide a basis for more significant

analysis and broader generalization.

2. No inquiry was nade in this investigation to determine

the relevancy of resbership to the individual. An indication of

the intensity of group identification, impressions of the leader-

ship provided, etc., may indicate relationships missed by this study.

3. The instrmment employed did not allow for expression of

intensity of attitude. A similar investigation utilizing an
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instrumnt employing a Likert Scare Thr-Semantic.--1)iffPrer,tia-1-

allow these shadings to be quantified and analyzed.

.
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124 W.- 17thAVe.

Division:of EntrironMentai
Education': .:i '.. . .

The'',Ohio':State..UnivertitV
. ,

CoLinbuSi Ohio- 43210-

.n.

I am in need of scme inforration which your Office May be, able to

provide me; This .information is to be- used in a ',Master's .Thesis

Study at Ohio State University.:

The thrust of this study will be to examine-the envirdnrnental
awareness carried over into young adulthood by for.ner rtezrzers

of several outdoor-oriented youth organizations. .

is one of the;organizations I Wish to consider
in,this study,,especially, in vie4.of its well-recognized environ-.
mental programs and its highly.regarded.effort:s to'educate yoUng
people in environmentally sound attitUdes.

The information I need to canplete this investigation is essentially
those data pertaining to the desired outccmes and objectives of- your
environmental/conservation/outdoor education program, particularly
that which your professional staff has prepared.

Thank you for assisting rm in this investigation:

'Sincerely,

Richard A. Ellis

(fascimile of letter mailed to Central offices of : Girl Scouts;
Boy Scouts; and Camp Fire Girls, Jan. 20, 1976. 4-H contacted

in person at Ohio Ccoperative Extensibn Offices, The Ohio State

University.)
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die Will led CSIales of9tmerica

Richard A. Ellis .

Ohio State University'
DivisiOn of Environmental Educatf on
124 West.17th Avenue
Columbus, Ohio 43210

Dear Mr. Ellis:.

51/1136.1
:Tobinery 17, 1976

, CABLE CODB:"Gillf3in% ,

. . .

NATIONht 141,;LOARTERII

. . .

THIRD AVENUE

NEW TOM; NE:if WI* 1062..F:

I have received your January 20 letter.,

The Outdoor Education Unit of the Program Depart-aent here at
_

is currently in the process of preparing-a statement of behavioZil Objec-
tives for our new programs. Therefore,I. cannot send you this inforrna-
tion. But you may find some helpful information in the Girl Scout Handbooks.
Let me suggest that you, contact Seal of Ohio Girl Scout Couneil, P.O. Box
24, 1295 Hobbard Road, Gallaway, Ohio 43215 to borrow copies.

I have enclosed for your information a copy of Blueprints for Action.
will send you a copy of our newest publication, Tuning I.n To Wildlife
under separate cover.

Good luck with your research.

1.01/bc

IOVIdotO suucn a. Ott

inNtURCO at, COMMSSI aoCle es, ow

Heidi Hughes
Specialist, Environmental Education



BOY SCOUTS* OF AMERICA

.1

Nr. Richard A. Ellis
Ohio State Utdversity
Division of Environmental EdUcation
124 Nest 17th Avenue
Columbus, Ohio 43210

Dear Hr. Ellis:

I am enclosing seme printed meterials that set.forth the objectives Of
various ecology/conservation programs of the 14A.

Probably the mission of the Conservation Committee best demonstrates our
objectives, along with the objectives of-the ecoiogy workshop's,-

To sum them up, our objectives are very-similar to Barrk Commoner's four
laws of ecology as set forth in CLOSING CIRCLE. As a result of going
through Scouting,.we would hope that boys would develop an understanding
of:

1. Everything is connected to everything else.

2. Everything mast go somewhere.

3. Nature knows best.

4. There is_no_such thing as a free lunch.

Your study soundalike something that could baveryUsefurto the BSA: I
can see where it could reinforce our ideas of what good otr iiiogradi is, or
on the other hand, it could show us where improvements should-be made.

agr

enclosures

-7id S. Pettit
Director
Conservation Service
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No reply received .fran Camp Fire Girls, Inc.
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APPENDIX B

PEPSCNAL DATA QLJESTIOMAIM, ANSWER SBEET, AND SYMCUSE

ENVIR2NME2TAL AWARENESS MSTS, LEM III, FORM D AS

ADMINISTERED.
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The following questions provide data-necessary for statistical analysis.
Your name is not necessary or requested for this study and no attempt
will be made to associate this data with any individual.

IT IS DIPORTANT 'THAT ALL TESTIONS BE ANSWERED.

1. %hat size community did you spend most of your life in?
(Circle appropriate number.)

1. Larger than 200,000.
2. Between 40,000 and 200,000.
3. Less than 40,000.

2. Nhat is your age?

3.

4.

S.

What is your sex? (Circle appropriate number.)

1. %Ie.
2. Female.

What is your college accumulative average?

What year of college are you now in? (Circle appropriate number.)

1. Freshman
2. Sophomore'
3. Junior
4. Senior
S. Graduate
6. CED

6. What is your major?

7. In high school, were you a member of--(Circle anpropriate number/s.)

1. Hi-Y
2. T-Teens
3. Nhtional Honor Society
4. Other hieh school clubs
S. Never a member of a high school club.

8. If you were a member of a high school club, how many years were you
affiliated?

1. Hi-Y yrs.
2. Y-Tcens yrs.
3. Nhtiona1 Honor Society yrs.
4. Other high school club yrs.
S. Never a member of a high -i-Eh-561Club'

(PLEASE CO TO NUT PAGE.)
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9. Were you ever a member of--(Circle anpronriate number/s.)

1. Girl Scouts
2. Boy Scouts
3. Campfire Girls
4. 4-H
5. Never a member of any of the above.

10. How many years affiliated with the following?

1. Girl Scouts yrs .
2. Boy Scouts
3. Campfire Girls

_______yrs.

4. 4-H
_____Lirs.

yrs.

11. What grade, rank, or level did you achieve (if applicable) in these
organizations?

1. Girl Scouts
2. Boy Scouts
3. Campfire Girls
4. 4-H
5. Never a member of any of the above (Check if applicable.)

12. Were you ever a member of--(Circle apnronriatc number.)

1. Young Republicans.
2. Young Democrats.
3. Other political youth organizations.
4. Never a member of a political youth organization.

13. Would you describe yourself as voting nredominantiv--
(Circle appropriate number.)

1. Democrat
2. Republican
3. Other
4. Independent

14. Do you have--(Circle appropribte number.)

1. No brothers or sisters.
2. One brother or sister.
3. TWo brothers or sisters.
4. Three brothers or sWers.
S. Mbre than three brotners ar sisters.

15. In high school, did you particinate in (Circle appropriate number/s.)

1. Intramural sports.
2. Interscholastic sports.
3. Did not participate n sports.

(PLEASE CONTINUE TO MAJN PUESTIO\NAIRE. YOUR PARTICIPATION IS APPRECUTED.)
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GENERAL DIRECTIONS:

This survey consists of 105 paired statements. Some describe thin6
..hat you think are important; others describe things that you believe are
important enough for you to do something about them. Look at the example
below.

It is important to me to:.

1) eliminate air pollution from our majoroities,
2) develop recycling techniques for solid waste..

,

Which of thesetuo statements is more iMportant to you? If it Is more
importapttoyou to "eliminate air Pollution from our major cities? than
to "develop rerycling techniques fOr solid Ua§te," then:you should mark 1
on the answer: sheet If it is more important to YoU tol "develop recyding
techniques for sOlid waste," then you Should:mark-2.

,

__Sonetimes l_and_2 _may_beth_Seem_to_he....eqUall4Amooxtant.....In.lhis case,
you should choose the one that, on reflection is a little bit more im-
portant to you. Make this choice even though ihe two options are so close

that you can hardly expreis a preference: DO NOT MIT ANY ITEMS.

Some of the pairs of statements describe actions which you might be
willing to undertake because of your concern about certain issues. Look
at the following example:

/ would rather picket a company that pollutes:

1) water in my area.
2) air in my area.

Which of these activities would vou be more udlling to do? You way
actually be against picketing for ANY purpose. However, which cause 15
the more important to you and would be your choice if vou HAD to serve
as a picket? Again, choose the one you prefer. DO NOT SKIP ANY ITEMS.

Work carefully and quickly. Do not spendtoo'much time on any one
question. After you are finished, go back and be certain that you have
NOT skipped any of the items.

Mark your answers on the answer sheet provided. Be.sure your marks
are HEAVY and BLACK. Erase completely any answer you wish to change.
Do not mark on this test booklet.
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1. I would rather watch a television program about
1) defense-spending
2) air poilution

2. I would rather listen to someone who calls on the Hone to teIl me abOut
1) inflation
2) lancLpollution

Aff. D-1,

3. I would rather watch a television program About
1) noise pollution
2) war

4. 'I would rather circulate a petition calling for.

1) limits on the amount of.water a company can use
2) stronger auto sAfety regplation

5. I woula rather circulate a petition about
1) defenSe
2) population problems

6. I would rather sign a petition
1) to reduce a technology growth problem
2) for better crime control

7. I would rather write my congressman asking for
.1) restriction on the cutting down of forests
'2) changes in foreign policy,

1

8. I would rather donate a large part of the money I earn to
1) an ecology society
2)- disaster relief

9. I would rather donate 10% of my income to
1) a fund for assistance to underprivileged children
2) Planned Parenthood

10. I would rather sign a petition to
1.) reduce the noise level in my area

.2) change policy on educational spending in my area

11. I would rather donate 10% of my income to
1) the American Cancer Society
2) a group crusading ror cleaner air

12. I would rather make a speech in favor of banning
1) welfare cuts
2) strip mining which ruins the land
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Aff. D-4

13. I would rather picket a government agency asking them to do something
about
1) sewage dumped into water near my hone
2) the welfare program in my. _area

14. It is more important to me to
1) increase the welfare budget
2) develop more efficient* waste disposal systems

15. I would rather sign a petition to
1) stop highway construction through a park near my home
2) change policy on educational spending in my area

16. I would rather watch a television program
1) which deals with drug abuse
2) about water pollution

-17:- I would-rather-call-a-local-politician to-complain-about--
1) a case of air pollution
2)- his position on welfare

18. I would rather donate 10% of my income to
1) the American Cancer Society
2) a noise reduction program

19. I would rather watch a television program
1) which deals with drug abuse
2) about the dangers of technological growth

20. I would rather go door-to-door to convince people to
1) avoid using plastic containers
2) vote for a specific political candidate ,

. .

21c I would rather listen to some who calls on the phone to tell me about
1) a local political problem
2) porulation problems

22. I would rather sign a petition complaining abvut
1) burning trash at the city (town) dump
2) narcotics abuse in my community

23. It is more important to me to
1) reduce noise from aircraft
2.) campaign for my political favorite

24. I would rather donate 10% of my income to
-1) Planned Parenthood
2) the American Heart Fund

25. I would rather donate 10% of my income to
1) The Lighthouse for the Blind
2) a group for preservation of endangered species
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26. It is more important to me to
1) campaign for my political favorite
2) limit America's- industrial expansion

27. It is more important to me to
1) fight pollution in the Great Lakes
2) reduce federal income taxes

28. It is more important to me to provide funds
1) for drug rehabilitation centers
.2) to reduce land pollution

29. I would rather picket a factory that
1) treats its empl8yees in a very unfair fashion
2) badly damages the environment

30. I would rether watch a television program about
1) the dangers of technological growth
2) poverty in America

31. I wOuld.rather listen to
1) population problems
2) inflation

someone who calls on

Dt5

thephone to tell me about

32. I wou/d rather hear a talk-about
.1) civil rights
2) water pollution

33. I would rather listen
.1) a local political problem
2) noise pollution

to 'someone who calls on the phone to tell me About

34. I would rather watch a television program about'
1) land pollution
2) civil rights

35. I would rather make a speech
1) to a group asking for stronger air pollution controls
2) asking for an increase or a decrease in foreign aid

36. 1 would rather telephone-people in my area about
1) air pollution
2) thn need for a narcotics treatuent center

37. I would rather read a leaflet about
1) avoiding land pollution
2) stronger auto safety regulations

30. I would rather stand on a corner to get signatures.
1) for u petition advocating my position on education'
2) in support of antiuoise legislation

6 4
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Aff. 10-6

39. I Ifould rather read a leaflet telling me how to
1) beat inflation
2) avoid polluting the water

40. I would rather sign a petition ;Mich deals with
1) the problems of population in America
2) drug abuse

41. I would rather read a pamphlet about the
1) necessity to support actively one's favorite political candidate
2) dangers of technological growth

42. I would rather donate some money to
1) medical research
2) preserve vanishing species of wildlife

43. I would rather stand on a corner to get signatures for a petition
1). advocating my position on civil rights
2) supporting a law which bans DDT

44. I would rather watch a television program about
1) population problems
2) inflation

45.. I would rather picket a government agency to stop
1) overspending
2) construction of an airport near a populated area

46. I would xvther read a leaflet telling me how to
1) avoid polluting the air
2) beat inflation

47. i would rather sign a petition cc plaining about
1) use of plastic containers
2) narcotics abuse'

40. I would rather donate 10% of my income to a
1) drug rehabilitation program
2). clean water association

49. I would rather volunteer to phone people about
1) reducing the growth of industry
2) joining the Committee for Peace

50. I would rather write a community officIal asking for
1) drug rehabilitation programs in my community
2) more park and recreation land in my community

..

t

51. I would rather hear a talk about
1) water.pollution
2) defense spending
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I would rather watch a televiiiOn.Program
1) urban ienewal,
2) ,air:nollntion'..

53. It is:more:ImpOrtant tolle,to
1) :provide the:funds for drug rehabilitation centerS

. _ .

.2). controltbe-noise level from Oircraft-
.

. 54. ..I would rather circulate a petition about.
1) the dangers of technological growth
2) civil rights

55. I would rather make a speech in favor of
1) racial. discrimination
2) strip mining that ruins the land

56. I would rather make a speech urging people
1) have no more than two children
2) fight tax increases

57. I would rather listen to someone who calls on the
1) a local political problem
2) air pollution

58. It is more important to me to
1) culrh Inflation

co,.,,.4c2. the noise level from aircraft

phone to tell.= about

59. I would mther listen to someone who calls on the phone to tell me about
1) civil rights
2) population problems

60. I would rather make a speech about the necesbity to
1) stop mercury poisoning of water life
2) support actively my political favorite

61. I would rather listen to someone who telephones about
1) the dangers of technological growth
2) inflation

62. I would rather watch a television program about
1) water-pollution
2) urban renewal

63. I would rather donate 10% of my income to,
1) a group starting a recycling operation

-2) The American Heart Fund

64. I would rather watch a television program about
1) mercury poisoning from fish
2) inflation
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65. I would rather Write, to.my congressMan:
:1) -iSking forchanges in Defendepepartment !pending
2)..aboutthe dangers of technological growth

66. .I.would rather make:a;Speech
-1) lin:favor of banning Welfareeuts
2)- urging-people to have Uemore than two children

67. I wOUl&rather listen iesotheone who calls on the, phone' tO tell me about
1) water pollution
2) a local,political proble6

68: I would rather make 'a speech supporting"a new"
1) antinoise law
2) Crime control law

69. I would rather listen to someone who calls on the phone to tell me about
1). a local political problem.
2) land pollution

70. I would rather boycott a compariy which.
1) violates laws against discrimination in hiring
2) severely pollutes the air

71. I would.rather listen to someone who calls on the phone to tell me about
i) inflation

2) air pollution

72. I would rather watch a television program about
1) urban renewal
2). land pollution .

73. I would rather donate 10% of my income to a/an
1) organization-cobpaigning against noisepollution
2) fund'for job training.for poor

74. 1 would rather sign a petition calling for
1) a new sewage treatment plant

2) reduced taxes

75. I would rather watch a television program about
1) -urban renewal'
2) population problems

76. I would:rather make a'speech
1) in favor of My CoMMunity stopOiriginduStrialexPansion
2) nrging4cople to fight tax increasei

77. I-would,rather write my congressmarfebout.'.
1) preserving mora-of AthcriCa6 forests and naturalbeaUty
2) ,my poSition on war
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78. I would'rather stand'on a corner:to get signatures
1).., supporting a.law whiohipana'D0T

: 2) for a petition advocsting.mi position on education

79. I would rather write my congressman about my position
1) war
0 population problems

60. It is more important to me to
1) reduce noise pollution
2) increase aid to America's poor---

81. I would rather watch a television program about
'1) inflation
2) air pollution

82. I would rather watch a television program about
1) defenze spending
2) land pollution

83.. I would zather stand on a corner to get signatures
1) supporting a law which bans detergents that pollute water
2) for a petition advocating my position on education

84. I would rather join a demonstration to stop
1) a meeting of a violence action group,in my town or city

..2) industrial expansion in my town or city

85. It is mnre important to me to
1) restore the ecological balance in the Great Lakes
2) maintain a strong national defense

86. X would rather watch a television program about
1) war
2) water pollution

87. I would rather read a leaflet telling me how to
1) avoid polluting the air
2) lower taxes

88. I would rather sign a petition calling for
1) better crime control
2) a new antinoise law

89. I would rather donate 10% of my income to a
1) drug rehabilitation center
2) group starting a recycling operation

90. I would rather sign a petition about
1) land ,pollution
2) civil rights
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91. I would rather Volunteer to work Saturdays
1) to promote my views about war
2) at Planned Parenthood

92. I would rather sign a petition
1) calling for stricter laws controlling pollution from autombbile

exhausts
2) to change a policy on educational spending in my area

93. I would rattr-..,sign a petition complaining about
1) .excessiw noise in my community
2) rum:lies abuse in my community

94. I would rather go to.a film that describes the tragic results of
1) overpopulation
2) war

. 95. I would rather watch a television program about
1) war
2). mercury poisoning from fish

1

.96. I would rether sign a petition
1) to change policy on educational spending ia vy area
2) about the dangers of technological growth

97. I would rather listen to someone who calls on the phone to tell me about
; 1) water pollution

2) civil rights

98. I would rather read a leaflet telling se how to
1) lower taxes
2) avoid isolluting the land

99. It is more important to ma to
1) campaign for my political favorite
2) save the coral reefs along our coast lines

- 100. I would,rather sign t. petition about
1) the dangers of technological growth
2) war

101. I would rather read .4 r.amphlet about

1) population pro:41 nA
2) civil rights

202. I would rather donate 10% of my income to
1) The Committee for Peace
2) cleaning up oil-soaked beaches
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103. It Is more important to me to
1) rehabilitate slums in inner cities
2) reduce noise from aircraft

104. I.would rather make a speech in favor of banning
1) strip mining which ruins the land
2) education cuts

105. I would rather make a speech calling for Ntriel7er.
1) laws controlling pollution from automobile exhausts
2) drug laws in my community
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